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A comprehensive study of the unimolecular dissociation of the N3 radical on the ground doublet and
excited quartet potential energy surfaces has been carried out with multireference single and double
excitation configuration interaction and second-order multireference perturbation methods. Two
forms of the N3 radical have been located in the linear and cyclic region of the lowest doublet
potential energy surface with an isomerization barrier of 62.2 kcal/mol above the linear N3 . Three
equivalent C 2 v minima of cyclic N3 are connected by low barrier, meaning the molecule is free to
undergo pseudorotation. The cyclic N3 is metastable with respect to ground state products, N( 4 S)
⫹N2 , and dissociation must occur via intersystem crossing to a quartet potential energy surface.
Minima on the seams of crossing between the doublet and quartet potential surfaces are found to lie
substantially higher in energy than the cyclic N3 minima. This strongly suggests that cyclic N3
possesses a long collision-free lifetime even if formed with substantial internal excitation. © 2005
American Institute of Physics. 关DOI: 10.1063/1.1804497兴

I. INTRODUCTION

For nitrogen, unlike most elements, the energy of a N–N
single bond is substantially less than one-third, and the energy of a NvN double bond is substantially less than twothirds of a NwN triple bond. Consequently, all-nitrogen species that form rings at the expense of multiple bonds are
subject to a strong chemical driving force toward dissociation to N2 .

Not surprisingly, the ability of nitrogen to form cyclic structures has been difficult to observe directly or indirectly. Several experiments have led to the postulate of a cyclic polynitrogen species, but these have either remained unconfirmed
or later been disproved.1–3 Recently, mass spectrometric de4
tection of N⫺
5 was attributed to a cyclic 共aromatic兲 structure.
Still, the possible existence of all-nitrogen cyclic allotropes
has remained largely a topic for theory,2,5–10 and the question
of how such molecules might be produced in the laboratory
has remained open.11
Partly due to the fact that this class of molecules is so
unstable, they have been vigorously sought as materials capable of storing large amounts of energy in minimal volumes, so-called ‘‘high energy and density materials.’’12 Their
natural tendency to decompose to N2 also makes them high
on the list of environmentally friendly explosives and propellants.
a兲
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The simplest all-nitrogen ring is N3 . 6 – 8 Recent highlevel calculations6 predict a C 2 v molecule of B 1 symmetry
and doublet spin-multiplicity with two long 共1.455 Å兲 and
one short 共1.218 Å兲 NN bonds, molecule 1.

Isomerization to the well-known linear isomer 共the azide
radical兲 is predicted to be exoergic by 125 kJ/mol, spinallowed but limited by a 132 kJ/mol barrier.6 Dissociation to
ground state N( 4 S 3/2) and N2 (X̃ 1 ⌺ ⫹
g ) is theoretically predicted to be exoergic by 125 kJ/mol, but is spin-forbidden.6
The lowest-energy spin-allowed dissociation channel forms
6
N( 2 D) and N2 (X 1 ⌺ ⫹
g ) and is endoergic by 96 kJ/mol. The2
oretical calculations also suggest that the B 1 cyclic-N3 may
undergo barrierless exoergic recombination with N( 2 D) atoms to form tetraazahedrane,1,2,5,6 molecule 2. This makes
cyclic-N3 one of the only suggested precursors to
tetrahedral-N4 . 10

Tentative evidence for the photochemical production of
cyclic N3 was recently reported by Hansen and Wodtke.13 In
that work, velocity map ion images14 of Cl atoms recoiling
of ClN3 after UV photon absorption exhibited a bimodal
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translational energy distribution, which was consistent with
theoretical predictions of the heats of formation of cyclic and
linear N3 . While these experiments are indicative of the possible formation of cyclic-N3 , the question of the stability of
this molecule remains unanswered by experiment. Hansen
and Wodtke13 were able to infer the energy content of the N3
formed in their experiments and argued that the majority was
not formed with enough energy to dissociate the N( 2 D)
⫹N2 .
These experiments make clear that the stability of cyclic
N3 formed by photodissociation of ClN3 will ultimately be
determined by the rate at which this molecule can decompose to N( 4 S)⫹N2 (X̃ 1 ⌺ ⫹
g ), a spin-forbidden, albeit exoergic process involving curve-crossing dynamics.
While little if any experimental data is available concerning cylic-N3 , copious experimental results on linear N3
have been reported. The electronic absorption spectrum was
first measured by Thrush15 near 270 nm, which was later
assigned to an Ã 2 ⌺ u ←X̃ 2 ⌸ g transition by Douglas and
Jones,16 and further confirmed by Beaman et al. using the
laser-induced fluorescence technique.17 The structure of linear N3 was determined to be of D ⬁h symmetry with a bond
length of 1.18115 Å by a Fourier transform IR 共FTIR兲
study18 and 1.181 Å by analysis the rotational fine
structure.16 For its vibrational frequency information, it has
been reported by several groups using CO laser magnetic
resonance19 and matrix FTIR20 techniques, respectively. The
dissociation dynamics of excited N3 ( 2 ⌺ ⫹
u ) has also been investigated using fast radical beam photodissociation coupled
with a coincidence wedge-and-strip-anode particle detector
by Continetti et al.21,22 Both spin-allowed and spin-forbidden
pathways were observed, however, the bend excitation in the
2 ⫹
⌺ u state enhanced the spin-allowed process. Regarding the
stability of linear N3 , Pellerite et al. showed that N3 is
roughly isoenergetic with N( 4 S)⫹N2 with D 0 (N2 – N)⫽
⫺0.01⫾0.22 eV, 23 and a similar result, D 0 (N2 – N)⫽
⫺0.05⫾0.10 eV, was obtained by Continetti et al.22
Quantum chemistry studies of both linear and cyclic-N3
have been performed at various levels of theory ranging from
simple Hartree-Fock to highly correlated methods. To explain the observed absorption band in linear N3 ,
configuration-interaction calculations have been carried out
by both Petrongolo24 and Bittererova et al.6 At their best
level of theory, Bittererova’s MRCISD共Q兲/AVTZ 共multireference single and double excitation configuration interaction
with augmented correlation consisted polarized valence
triple zeta basis兲 energy of 4.55 eV agrees well with the
experimental value of 4.56 eV. The electronic excitation of
cyclic N3 has also been examined by Bittererova et al.6 at
MRCISD共Q兲/AVTZ level.
The structure and vibrational frequencies of the N3 radical have been investigated by many theoretical groups for
both the linear and cyclic forms.6,8,25 The 2 B 1 ring structure
is found to be 29.9 kcal/mol above the linear isomer at UHFCCSD共T兲/VTZ unrestricted coupled cluster level of theory.6
A low-lying quartet minimum ( 4 B 1 open form structure兲 was
found 40.6 kcal/mol above the linear 2 ⌸ g at a small complete active space 共CAS兲 共5e/5o兲-CI/TZP level,8 and was determined to be the lowest quartet excited state. Other ring
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structures with different symmetries were shown to be high
in energy 共over 4 eV兲.
Regarding the molecule’s stability, the dissociation energy to the spin-allowed product 关 N( 2 D)⫹N2 兴 was predicted to be 54.8 kcal/mol at MRAQCC 共multireference average quadratic coupled cluster兲 level by Bittererova et al.6
and 51.9 kcal/mol by Petrongolo24 using a 关 5s3p2d 兴 basis
set, augmented by 共spd兲 bond functions, and the MRD-CI
procedure with nine reference configurations and energy extrapolation, and former value is closer to the experimental
value of 54.9 kcal/mol.22
Martin et al.,26 using the G1 model, obtained a heat of
formation for linear azide as follows: ⌬H 0f ,0(linear N3 )
⫽109.2⫾2 kcal/mol. From this they obtained D 0 ⫽⫹0.14
⫾0.09 eV 共relative to 关 N( 4 S)⫹N2 兴 ), in reasonable agreement with the experiment.21–23 As for the cyclic N3 , the
dissociation transition state 共TS兲 was determined to be of
C 2 v symmetry and 33 kcal/mol above the 2 B 1 ring minimum
at MRCISD共Q兲/VTZ level.6
Despite the large amount of theoretical work, there are
still many unclear or misunderstood aspects of the electronic
structure of the N3 radical, resulting from the spin- or
symmetry-restricted nature of the previous calculations. In
order to gain a more comprehensive understanding of the N3
molecule, including its ability to cyclize and its fundamental
stability, we carried out a systematic study of the potentialenergy surfaces 共PESs兲 of the ground doublet and quartet
states using ab initio molecular-orbital methods. The results
of the study are presented in this paper, paying particular
attentions to the spin-forbidden radiationless decay.
II. METHODS OF CALCULATION

Stationary points on the potential-energy surfaces have
been optimized using both analytical and numerical gradient
techniques at state-specific 共ss-兲CASSCF, CASPT2, and MRCISD共Q兲 levels with Dunning’s augmented correlation consistent polarized valence triple and quadruple zeta basis sets
共aug-cc-pVTZ and aug-cc-pVQZ兲.27 More specifically, at the
complete active space self-consistent field 共CASSCF兲28
level, the full valence active space, consisting of 15 electrons
in 12 molecular orbitals and denoted as CAS共15e/12o兲, was
used with fully uncontracted aug-cc-pVTZ 共abbreviated as
AVTZ兲. In the internally contracted second-order multireference perturbation-theory 共CASPT2兲 calculations,29 the 1s orbitals of the N atoms were kept doubly occupied in all configurations, and remaining 15 electrons were correlated,
denoted as CASPT2共15e/12o兲 with the aug-cc-pVQZ
共AVQZ兲 basis set. In CASPT2, we used Anderson’s g 4 Fock
operator, which makes CASPT2 calculations size extensive
for cases where a molecule dissociates to high-spin openshell atoms, as zero-order Hamiltonian on top of a reference
space at the CAS共15e/12o兲/AVQZ level. At last, the internally contracted multireference configuration interaction calculations with single and double excitations 共MRCISD兲30
plus Davidson correction31 共Q兲 were performed with AVTZ
using the reference configurations from the predetermined
CAS共15e/12o兲/AVTZ wave function with a CI coefficient
threshold of 0.005. Similar to CASPT2, only the 1s orbitals
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TABLE I. Geometries and energetics of the linear N3 ground and low-lying excited states.
X 2⌸ g
Geometry
共Å兲

Adiabatic energya
共kcal/mol兲

Vertical excitation
共kcal/mol兲

Vibrational
frequencyb
共cm⫺1兲

CASSCF
CASPT2
MRCISD共Q兲
Others
CASSCF
CASPT2
MRCISD共Q兲
Others
CASPT2
MRCISD共Q兲
Others
 1 (⌸ u )
Others
 2 (⌺ g )
Others
 3 (⌺ u )
Others

2

1.1849
1.1843
1.1854
1.18115,d 1.184,e 1.1831f
0.00
0.00
0.00
¯
0.00
0.00
¯
504.8, 599.9 共554.4兲c
427.7,h 457,i 501,f 共528兲e
1322.1
1287,h 1320i
1649.2
1657.5,h 1644.7j

⌺⫹
u

1.1849
1.1820
1.1857
1.184e
112.28
99.94
105.86
105.04,g 108.01e
98.48
105.87共0.0149兲k
¯
629.2
607e
1322.0
1327e
2159.4
2155e

⌸u

ã 4 ⌸ u

1.2792
1.2718
1.2693
¯
111.17
100.15
102.25
104.23f
113.97
117.38(9⫻10⫺5 ) k
115.76f
443.3i, 275.7i
¯
1036.0
¯
1876.5
¯

1.2790
1.2705
1.2734
¯
102.28
93.42
93.11
¯
109.00
108.56共0.0兲
¯
278.7, 1133.9i
¯
1068.4
¯
1078.7
¯

2

Zero-point vibrational energy 共ZPE兲 was evaluated at CASSCF共15e/12o兲/aug-cc-pVTZ level.
Vibrational frequency was calculated at CASSCF共15e/12o兲/aug-cc-pVTZ level.
c
The number in the parentheses is the harmonic vibrational frequency, which was evaluated as  ⫽ 兵 0.5⫻ 关 (  ⫹ ) 2 ⫹(  ⫺ ) 2 兴 其 1/2.
d
Experimental values from Ref. 18.
e
Theoretical values from Ref. 36: Geometry and frequency are at CASSCF level and selected MRCISD levels for energetic.
f
Theoretical values from Ref. 6: Geometry and frequency are at CASSCF/cc-pVTZ level, and selected MRCISD共Q兲/aug-cc-pVTZ for energetic.
g
Experimental values from Refs. 17 and 21.
h
Experimental values from Ref. 20.
i
Experimental values from Ref. 17.
j
Experimental values from Ref. 19.
k
The number in the parentheses is the oscillator strength evaluated at MRCISD共Q兲/aug-cc-pVTZ level.
a

b

of N were kept doubly occupied in all configurations and
remaining 15 electrons were correlated, denoted as
MRCISD共Q兲共15e/12o兲.
To characterize the nature of the equilibrium geometry
and to determine the zero-point energy 共ZPE兲, the Hessian
matrix and vibrational frequencies were calculated by numerical differentiation of the energy gradient at the
CAS共15e/12o兲/AVTZ level on the CAS共15e/12o兲/AVTZ optimized geometries, and this CASSCF ZPE will be used also
for the ZPE correction at CASPT2共15e/12o兲/AVQZ and
MRCISD共Q兲共15e/12o兲/AVTZ levels. We also mention that
the vertical excitation energies were calculated by CASPT2
and MRCISD共Q兲 methods using the two-state-averaged
共with equal weight兲 共2sa-兲CASSCF molecular orbitals, so
that the transition moment and hence the oscillator strength
can be calculated.
Minima on the seam of crossing 共MSX兲 have also been
optimized at the same CASSCF, CASPT2, and MRCISD共Q兲
levels using analytical and numerical techniques, respectively. In addition, 2sa-CASSCF method was also employed
to optimize the MSXs in order to generate a wave fuction
used in the spin–orbit interaction evaluations with full BreitPauli Hamiltonian approach32 at the two-state-averaged
CASSCF optimized doublet-quartet crossing geometries.
39
MOLPRO 2002.6 was used for all the CASSCF, CASPT2,
and MRCISD共Q兲 calculations, except that two-stateaveraged CASSCF spin–orbit coupling calculations were
performed by GAMESS-US 2000.33 Our own SEAM program in
conjunction with HONDO 8.5 was employed for MSXs
search.34

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In this work, all energies will be expressed in kcal/mol
relative to the ground state linear N3 ( 2 ⌸ g ) radical, unless
otherwise specified. Two types of energies will appear in the
discussion, one is ZPE corrected and the other in the parentheses is without ZPE correction. None of minima on the
seam of crossing is corrected for ZPE. For the convenience
of future discussion, the three N atoms will be labeled as
N1 – N2 – N3 . CASSCF will refer to calculations at
CASSCF共15e/12o兲/AVTZ level, CASPT2 stands for the calculation at CASPT2共15e/12o兲/AVQZ level and MRCISD refers to the MRCISD共Q兲共15e/12o兲/AVTZ calculations. MRCISD energies will mainly be used for the discussion, unless
otherwise specified.
A. Linear stationary structures

The electronic structure of ground-state linear N3 is
⌸ g , with (  g ) 2 (  g ) 2 (  u ) 2 (  u ) 2 (  u ) 4 (  g ) 3 (  u* ) 0 valence
configuration, with the odd electron in the doubly degenerate
nonbonding  g orbitals. The low-lying doublet excited states
2
are Ã 2 ⌺ ⫹
u and B̃ ⌸ u , which originate from the  g ←  u
and  g ←  u transitions, respectively, and the lowest quartet
state ã 4 ⌸ u results from the  u* ←  g transition. The optimized structures, adiabatic energies, and harmonic vibrational frequencies of various excited states for linear structure at various theoretical levels along with experimental and
previous theoretical results are shown in Table I. The vertical
excitation energies at the geometries, respectively, optimized
at different theoretical levels and the MRCISD oscillator
2
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strengths are also given in Table I. In general, our calculated
results agree well with both experimental data as well as
other theoretical values. For the ground state X̃ 2 ⌸ g , the calculated bond length of 1.185 Å at the MRCISD level, which
is very close to those with CASSCF and CASPT2 levels, is
⬃0.004 Å longer than the experimental value of 1.181 Å
derived from Fourier transform spectroscopy.18 The computed harmonic stretching frequencies of 1322.1 (  2 ) and
1649.2 (  3 ) cm⫺1 are very close to experimental fundamental frequencies measured with different techniques, such as
1287 (  2 ) and 1657.5 (  3 ) with matrix isolation,20 1644.7
for  3 from laser magnetic-resonance infrared spectroscopy,
and 1320 for  2 from laser-induced florescence.17 However,
for the average bending harmonic frequency 共554.4 cm⫺1兲,
which is evaluated as  ⫽ 冑1/2关 (  ⫹ ) 2 ⫹(  ⫺ ) 2 兴 , where  ⫹
and  ⫺ correspond to nondegenerated harmonic frequencies
caused by Renner-Teller interaction,35 is quite different from
experimental fundamental value of 427.7 and 457 cm⫺1,
most likely due to very anharmonic nature of this vibration.
For the Ã 2 ⌺ ⫹
u state, the calculated bond length is found
to be the same as in the ground state at CASSCF level, and is
only slightly different at CASPT2 and MRCISD levels,
which is consistent with the result of rotational analysis of
the spectra by Douglas and Jones.16 The reason for this similarity in bond length could be the result of the nature of
electronic transition. Promoting an almost nonbonding  u
electron into a nonbonding  g orbital will not change the
bonding character and therefore the bond length, which
agrees with CASSCF and MRCISD results. However,
CASPT2 results predict some bond distance change that may
not be correct. The vibrational frequencies of bending modes
increased upon excitation, consistent with previous theoretical calculation,36 presumably because the extra electron is
placed in a  orbital of the terminal N atoms causing repulsion upon bending. The calculated ZPE-corrected adiabatic
energy, 105.9 kcal/mol, at MRCISD level is only 0.9 kcal/
mol larger than the experimental value of 105.0 kcal/mol,15
and is better than the previous selected MRCISD 共without
the Q correction using a comparable basis set兲 value of 108.0
kcal/mol.36 CASPT2 result of 99.9 kcal/mol obviously underestimates this energy separation. Since the geometries of
ground and excited states have very small difference, the
vertical excitation energy, in principle, would be equal to
adiabatic energy separation. The calculated MRCISD value
using 共2sa-兲CASSCF wave function with the previously-used
CASSCF equilibrium ZPE is 105.9 kcal/mol, the same as the
adiabatic excitation energy mentioned previously. The oscillator strength at MRCISD level is 0.0149, which is smaller
than the previous CASSCF value of 0.0226.6
There are few previous theoretical studies concerning
the B̃ 2 ⌸ u state. The optimized bond length is 1.2693 Å at
MRCISD level, and CASSCF and CASPT2 calculations give
the similar results with small difference. Frequency calculation at CASSCF level shows that both of bending modes are
imaginary, which indicates D-type Renner-Teller splitting.35
These two components will relax and, finally, reach some
bent minima on the PES, which is not the major concern in
the current study, and will be discussed in a separate paper.
At the linear stationary point, MRCISD as well as CASSCF
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calculations predict the lower energy for the B̃ state, however, CASPT2 gives the reversed order. More reliable
MRCISD result suggests that predissociation to B̃ state could
occur in the photodissociation. Vertical excitation energy is
calculated to be 114.0 and 117.4 kcal/mol at CASPT2 and
MRCISD levels, respectively, and these numbers agree well
with previous theoretical value of 115.8 kcal/mol6 except, the
present result has a little larger oscillator strength of 9.0
⫻10⫺5 .
The lowest linear quartet state, ã 4 ⌸ u , was first studied
by Wasilewski.8 Our optimized bond length at all computational levels is ⬃0.015 Å longer than previous CASCI result
of 1.259 Å. The calculated adiabatic energy separation is
93.1 kcal/mol, which is 4.3 kcal/mol higher than previous
CASCI energy. Vibrational calculation shows that there is an
imaginary frequency (1133.9i cm⫺1 ,b 1 ) in the bending
mode, which represents the C-type Renner-Teller splitting,35
and will result in a 4 B 1 minimum 共discussed later兲. Vertical
excitation of 108.6 kcal/mol at MRCISD level indicates that
ã 4 ⌸ u lies inbetween Ã and B̃ states but closer to Ã. Combining adiabatic energy separation, one could expect the predissociation to the spin-forbidden product, which was observed in the photodissociation experiment by Continetti
et al.21
B. Nonlinear stationary structures

The optimized nonlinear stationary points on the ground
doublet state (D 0 ), quartet state (Q 1 ), and MSXs between
doublet and quartet states are shown in Figs. 1 and 2, respectively, and their energies are shown in Table II. The potential
energy profiles are shown in Fig. 3. Frequency calculations
indicate that not all of them are minima on the potential
energy surfaces. The cyclic minimum, D 0_ 2 B 1 , on the D 0
state is known from previous theoretical studies.8 Our optimized structures at CASSCF, CASPT2, and MRCISD levels
are in excellent agreement with previous CASSCF, unrestricted second-order Møller–Plesset, Beck three parameter
Lee–Yang–Parr, and CCSD共T兲 results, and energetically, it
is lying 30.3 共32.2兲 kcal/mol above the linear N3 global minimum, which is also in reasonable agreement with previous
UHF-CCSD共T兲/cc-pVTZ value of 29.9 kcal/mol.6
Here, one may notice that the electronic structures of the
cyclic ground-state structure D 0_ 2 B 1 and the linear groundstate structure X̃ 2 ⌸ g are quite different. We will analyze
the difference in detail by following orbitals and dominant configurations as structure is bent from linear
X̃ 2 ⌸ g ( ␣ N1 – N2 – N3 ⫽180°) to cyclic D 0_ 2 B 1 ( ␣ N1 – N2 – N3
⫽49.8°). As shown in Fig. 4, as ␣ N1 – N2 – N3 decreases from
180°, the  g orbital split into two components, 4b 2 and 1a 2 .
Actually, the energy of 4b 2 climbs faster than that of 1a 2
and therefore the ground state is the 2 B 2 state
(1b 1 ) 2 (1a 2 ) 2 (4b 2 ) 1 with the 2 A 2 state (1b 1 ) 2 (4b 2 ) 2 (1a 2 ) 1
slightly above. Around ␣ N1 – N2 – N3 ⫽110°, the vacant 6a 1 orbital that is used to be an in-plane component of  u* antibonding orbital changes its character to N1 – N2 and N2 – N3
bonding orbital, lowers its energy very quickly, and becomes
nearly degenerate with 4b 2 and 1a 2 orbitals. Here, the preferred configuration becomes (1b 1 ) 2 (1a 2 ) 1 (4b 2 ) 1 (6a 1 ) 1 ,
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FIG. 1. Stationary structures on the potential-energy surfaces. The plain, italic, and bold numbers refer to the optimized geometries at CASSCF, CASPT2, and
MRCISD levels of theory, respectively.

resulting in the 4 B 1 ground state with the lowest doublet
state 2 B 1 nearby. As the ␣ N1 – N2 – N3 becomes even smaller, as
shown in Fig. 4, the 6a 1 orbital lowers its energy further
and at around ␣ N1 – N2 – N3 ⫽75°, the ground state becomes
a new 2 A 2 state with the main configuration of
(1b 1 ) 2 (6a 1 ) 2 (1a 2 ) 1 . Obviously, there is an interaction between the 2 A 2 configuration (1b 1 ) 2 (4b 2 ) 2 (1a 2 ) 1 共dominant
near linear structure兲 and the 2 A 2 (1b 1 ) 2 (6a 1 ) 2 (1a 2 ) 1 configuration 共dominant in the 75° structure兲, and the resultant

avoided crossing should create a high barrier between the
linear and cyclic structures of the N3 system.
Actually, calculations near this geometry have located a
stationary structure with 2 A 2 symmetry, D 0_ 2 A 2_ 2 shown in
Fig. 1. CASSCF frequency calculation indicates this is a
second-order saddle point with two imaginary frequencies:
1310.1(a 1 ) and 1107.0(b 2 ) cm⫺1 . Moving along the b 2 coordinate, a C s stationary point, D 0_ C s_ TS, has been identified with only one imaginary frequency 共1018.3 cm⫺1, a ⬘ ),

FIG. 2. Optimized minima of seam of crossing 共MSX兲 on the potential-energy surfaces. The plain, italic, and bold numbers refer to the optimized geometries
at CASSCF, CASPT2, and MRCISD levels of theory, respectively. Numbers with underline are the normal of spin–orbit matrix.
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TABLE II. Energies 共relative to the ground-state linear N3 2 ⌸ g ) of various critical points on the doublet and quartet states of the N3 radical calculated with
different ab initio methods.a
Relative energy 共kcal/mol兲

2

⌸g

D 0_ 2 B 1
D 0_ 2 A 2_ 1
D 0_ 2 A 2_ 2
D 0_ C s_ TS
D 0_ C 2 v _ TS
D 0_ C ⬁ v _ TS
Q 1_ 4 B 1
Q 1_ C s_ TS
MSX_ C 2 v _ 2 B 1 / 4 A 2
MSX_C 2 v _ 2 A 2 / 4 B 1_ 1
MSX_C 2 v _ 2 A 2 / 4 B 1_ 2
MSX_C s_ 2 A ⬙ / 4 A ⬙ _1
MSX_C s_ 2 A ⬙ / 4 A ⬙ _2
MSX_C s_ 2 A ⬘ / 4 A ⬙
MSX_D 3h_ 2 A 2 / 2 B 1
N( 2 D)⫹N2
N( 4 S)⫹N2

CASSCF

CASPT2

MRCISD共Q兲

Other work

ZPEb

Nimag; frequency 共cm⫺1兲b

⫺163.502185

⫺163.919905

⫺163.899074

⫺163.88936c
⫺163.50097c
30.8,d 29.9,d 31.9d
38.32e
¯
62.3,f 65.1f
63.6g
¯
56.5,h 40.6h
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
56.6,f 54.8f
3.2i

5.83

0

3.91
3.27
1.71
3.16
3.49
3.71
3.47
3.00
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
3.34
3.34

0
380.6(b 2 )
1310.1(a 1 ), 1107.0(b 2 )
1018.3(a ⬘ )
460.7(a 1 )
261.1(⌺ u )
0
390.4(a ⬘ )
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
¯
0
0

35.66
36.41
71.03
69.32
59.60
51.87
49.36
49.54
55.99
62.06
50.73
62.27
45.07
45.56
49.88
44.74
⫺18.42

33.81
34.34
67.21
66.97
72.04
68.94
46.99
51.27
62.94
59.60
47.72
59.49
58.05
58.06
47.23
64.42
10.12

32.20
33.09
66.07
65.05
65.72
61.76
46.18
48.69
58.56
59.10
47.39
58.90
52.47
52.45
45.35
58.98
2.26

The energy of the ground-state linear N3 2 ⌸ g is expressed in a.u. For all others, relative energy is measured from 2 ⌸ g without ZPE correction.
Zero-point energies and vibrational frequencies are calculated at the CASSCF共15e/12o兲/aug-cc-pVTZ level. Nimag refers to the number of imaginary
frequency. When nimag⭓1, it is omitted, and only imaginary frequencies and corresponding symmetries are given.
c
Reference 6 at CAS共15e,12o兲/cc-pVTZ and UHF-CCSD共T兲/cc-pVTZ.
d
Reference 6 at UHF-CCSD共T兲/cc-pVTZ, MRCISD共Q兲共0.025兲/cc-pVTZ, and MRAQCC共0.025兲/cc-pVTZ.
e
Reference 6 at CAS共11e,10o兲/cc-pVTZ.
f
Reference 6 at MRCISD共Q兲共0.025兲/cc-pVTZ, and MRAQCC共0.025兲/cc-pVTZ.
g
Reference 6 at MRCISD共Q兲共0.025兲/cc-pVTZ.
h
Reference 8 at UMP2/6-31G共d兲 and CASCI/TZP.
i
Reference 26 at the G1 model.
a

b

which is the real isomerization transition state connecting the
linear and the cyclic N3 , confirmed by intrinsic reaction coordinate 共IRC兲 calculations performed at CASSCF level. At
MRCISD level, D 0_ C s_ TS lies 63.4 共65.1兲 and 32.1 共32.9兲
kcal/mol above the X̃ 2 ⌸ g and D 0_ 2 B 1 , respectively, which
is consistent with previous MRCISD single-point value of
31.5 kcal/mol.6 The CSAPT2 values of 64.3 共67.0兲 and 32.4
共33.1兲 kcal/mol for the corresponding processes agree well
with MRCISD results, but seem to overestimate the isomerization barrier. Compared to D 0_ 2 A 2_ 2, D 0_ C s_ TS only 1.2
kcal/mol lower in energy before the ZPE correction, but 0.2
kcal/mol higher if the ZPE is included.
Starting from D 0_ 2 A_ 2 2 again, another stationary point
with the A 2 symmetry, D 0_ 2 A 2_ 1, is reached if one follows
the a 1 coordinate. CASSCF Hessian calculations give one
imaginary frequency (380.6i cm⫺1 ) with b 2 symmetry, and
IRC calculations at the same level indicate that it connects
two equivalent D 0_ 2 B 1 structures. Here, we should emphasize that these C 2 v structures, D 0_ 2 B 1 ( ␣ N1 – N2 – N3 ⫽49.8°)
and D 0_ 2 A 2_ 1 ( ␣ N1 – N2 – N3 ⫽71.9°), have different C 2 axis
and they are correlated by pseudorotation. One could imagine also that on the pseudorotation coordinate, there exist
three equivalent D 0_ 2 B 1 minima on the PESs as well as three
transition states, D 0_ 2 A 2_ 1, connecting them. The energy of
D 0_ 2 A 2_ 1 is very close to that of D 0_ 2 B 1 . Both CASSCF
and MRCISD calculations give a 0.9 kcal/mol energy difference, which is reduced to 0.1 kcal/mol if ZPE is included,
whereas the CASPT2 result of ⫺0.2 共0.3兲 kcal/mol seems to

underestimate the barrier. Overall, these results confirm the
nearly free pseudorotation among three C 2 v minima.
If the molecule further bends in the a 1 coordinate, starting from D 0 ⫺ 2 A 2 , it will reach a conical intersection,
MSX_D 3h_ 2 A 2 / 2 B 1 , in D 3h symmetry, where the 1a 2 and
2b 1 orbitals become degenerate 共e⬙兲, as also shown in Fig. 4.
One can see clearly that after this conical intersection, the
2b 1 orbital becomes lower in energy than the 1a 2 orbital,
which results in changing the wave function from
2
A 2 (1b 1 ) 2 (6a 1 ) 2 (1a 2 ) 1 to 2 B 1 (1b 1 ) 2 (6a 1 ) 2 (2b 1 ) 1 , and
the latter one becomes the cyclic-N3 minimum (D 0_ 2 B 1 ) and
the former corresponds to the pseudorotation transition state
(D 0_ 2 A 2_ 1). In fact, these two C 2 v structures, D 0_ 2 A 2_ 1
and D 0_ 2 B 1 , can be viewed as originating from the JahnTeller distortion of the degenerate 2 E ⬙ states. The energy of
this conical intersection is 13.2 kcal/mol above D 0_ 2 B 1 at
the MRCISD level, and the calculated NN bond length is
1.370 Å. Now, combining all the information mentioned earlier the local PES picture around the cyclic N3 region would
look like a Mexican hat.
The linear quartet N3 is a first-order saddle point on the
PES. One component of the degenerate ⌸ u state, 4 B 1 , will
go down in energy upon bending and, finally, reach a minimum, Q 1_ 4 B 1 , which forms the lowest quartet PES. Frequency calculation confirms that there is no imaginary frequency, and energetically, it lies 43.8 共46.2兲 kcal/mol above
the linear 2 ⌸ g N3 . In the cyclic region, we have also found
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FIG. 3. MRCISD potential-energy
profiles of the N3 radical. The plain
numbers are ZPE corrected and italic
numbers are not ZPE corrected.

several quartet equilibrium structures; however, they are all
high-energy species and correspond to structures on higher
excited states. Simple PES scan indicates that the potential is
purely repulsive in the cyclic region for the lowest quartet
state.
C. Adiabatic dissociation on the doublet and quartet
potential-energy surfaces

Before we start to discuss the unimolecular decomposition process of the N3 species, let us first look at the dissociation energy of both linear and cyclic N3 . The dissociation
energies calculated at all computational levels using, respectively, optimized N3 and N2 structures are listed in Table II.
Previously, two experiments have independently confirmed
that linear N3 , 2 ⌸ g , is slightly endoergic relative to N( 4 S)
⫹N2 at 0 K, with the dissociation energies of D 0 (N2 – N)

FIG. 4. CASSCF natural orbital energy changes with respect to the
N1 – N2 – N3 angle.

⫽⫺1.15⫾2.3122 and D 0 (N2 – N)⫽⫺0.23⫾5.0723 kcal/mol.
Our calculated MRCISD result of ⫺0.23 共2.26兲 kcal/mol is
in reasonable agreement with experimental findings. Also,
the energy separation between the N( 4 S) and N( 2 D) is calculated to be 56.7 kcal/mol, which is 1.7 kcal/mol higher
than the experimental value of 55.0 kcal/mol,37 validating the
methodology used in the study. However, CASPT2 and CAS
results differ from experimental values by about 10–20 kcal/
mol although their N( 4 S) and N( 2 D) energy separations are
quite close to experimental result. Therefore, MRCISD energies will mainly be used in the following discussions.
Adiabatically, the 2 B 1 state of cyclic N3 correlates directly to the N( 2 D)⫹N2 product, and a transition state,
D 0_ C 2 v _ TS, has been located with C 2 v symmetry. Frequency calculation at the CAS level indicates that there is
only one imaginary frequency (461i cm⫺1 ,a 1 ) corresponding to the symmetric stretch motion, and IRC calculation
confirms that this TS connects D 0_ 2 B 1 and N( 2 D)⫹N2 with
the apical N atom dissociating. One can see that the
CASSCF results agree well with the previous CASSCF
studies.6 However, when applying the dynamically correlated
methods, CASPT2 and MRCISD, the dissociation TS has
two longer N–N (N1 – N2 and N2 – N3 ) bonds, indicating the
dynamic correlation makes the TS more productlike. Energetically, D 0_ C 2 v _ TS is of 33.1 共33.5兲 kcal/mol above the
D 0_ 2 B 1 , which corresponds to a recombination barrier of 6.2
共6.1兲 kcal/mol at the MRCISD level, and this result is
slightly lower than the previous 7 kcal/mol activation
energy.6 Also, one can see that CASPT2 gives a 1.3 kcal/mol
recombination barrier but a more reasonable dissociation
barrier of 36.3 kcal/mol. This relatively large difference in
recombination barrier could be due to the error in correctly
describing the dissociation limit using the CASPT2 method.
On the linear side, there is no previous work concerning
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the dissociation TS. The N3 2 ⌸ g also correlates to the
N( 2 D)⫹N2 product directly, and a transition state,
D 0_ C ⬁ v _ TS of C ⬁ v symmetry in Fig. 1 has been identified at
all levels of theory. The major feature of this TS is the substantially elongated N–N bond of 2.236 Å, and the only
imaginary frequency (1213i cm⫺1 ) at the CAS level corresponds to the asymmetric N–N stretch. IRC calculation verified the connectivity of this TS. Energetically, D 0_ C ⬁ v _ TS is
59.6 共61.8兲 kcal/mol relative to the linear ground state, and
3.2 共2.8兲 kcal/mol above the dissociation product at the MRCISD level. CASPT2 again gives a different result; the TS is
1.74 kcal/mol lower than the dissociation limit.
In a previous calculation,6 a new synthetic route to tetraazatetrahedrane (N4 ) was proposed based on the reaction
of cyclic-N3 with N( 2 D). One might inquire if such a strategy could be applied to produce cyclic N3 through the reac2
tion of N2 (X̃ 1 ⌺ ⫹
g ) with N( D). The current calculation indicates this might be an unlikely approach in the lowcollision energy condition. Rather, the linear isomer would
more likely be the major product if N2 (X̃ 1 ⌺ ⫹
g ) reacted with
N( 2 D), because the MRCISD recombination barriers are 6.2
and 3.2 kcal/mol for the cyclic and linear side, respectively.
However, at higher collision conditions, the small energy difference may be overcome and the cyclic N3 may be also
formed.
The dissociation channel on the Q 1 state is also studied
for the first time. The optimized TS, Q 1_ TS, leading to
N( 4 S)⫹N2 product is shown in Fig. 1. The TS is of C s
symmetry, as the N( 4 S)⫹N2 product correlates to an 4 A 2
state in the C 2 v symmetry. Compared with the Q 1 minimum,
Q 1_ 4 B 1 , Q 1_ TS is closer to the reactant side, with one of the
N–N bonds stretched from 1.271 to 1.505 Å and the other
NN bond and N1 N2 N3 bond angle changed very little. The
only imaginary frequency (459i cm⫺1 ,a ⬘ ) corresponds to
the N–N stretching mode. At the MRCISD level, the dissociation barrier is 2.0 共2.5兲 kcal/mol, suggesting an easy quartet dissociation and a short lifetime.
D. Spin–orbit interaction-induced nonadiabatic
dissociation

So far, we have discussed the adiabatic dissociation
within the lowest doublet and the lowest quartet surfaces.
Since the energy of high spin 共quartet兲 product is far below
the doublet product, 56.4 共56.7兲 kcal/mol at MRCISD level,
one can expect that the intersystem crossing will occur during the unimolecular dissociation. Basically, three regions
could contribute to the spin-forbidden process. The first two
are in the vicinity of N3 dissociation transition states and the
other one is around the linear to cyclic N3 isomerization
transition state region, where the quartet N3 minimum,
Q 1_ 4 B 1 , is also located nearby.
The seam of crossing between two electronic states with
different spin multiplicity occurs in up to 3n⫺7 dimensions,
where n is the number of atoms in the system. The minimum
on the crossing seam hypersurface 共MSX兲 is a critical point
that gives the minimum energy required to make transitions
between two states, and the efficiency of transition is determined by the magnitude of spin–orbit interaction, energy
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gradients, as well as the relative energies. A perturbation
treatment suggests that the transition is dominant near the
crossing, i.e., when two states have the same energy.
1. ISC in the vicinity of cyclic N 3 dissociation TS

As mentioned in the previous section, the N( 4 S)⫹N2
product correlates to the 4 A 2 or 4 A ⬙ state in C 2 v or C s symmetry, respectively. In the vicinity of cyclic N3 dissociation
TS, D 0_ C 2 v _ TS, a minimum on the crossing seam between
doublet ( 2 B 1 ) and quartet ( 4 A 2 ) states, MSX_C 2 v _ 2 B 1 / 4 A 2 ,
of C 2 v symmetry has been determined at all levels of theory
and shown in Fig. 2. Compared to the doublet dissociation
TS, D 0_ C 2 v _ TS, the N1 – N2 共or N2 – N3 ) bond length in this
MSX is about 0.33 Å shorter and the N1 – N2 – N3 angle is
6.0° larger, suggesting that crossing occurs on the dissociation coordinate and before the dissociation transition state.
The energy of MSX_C 2 v _ 2 B 1 / 4 A 2 is 26.4 kcal/mol relative
to the cyclic N3 minimum and 7.2 kcal/mol below the C 2 v
dissociation TS at MRCISD level without ZPE correction.
The norm of two state-averaged CASSCF spin–orbit
coupling matrix elements,
h so ⫽ 具 D 0 共 2 B 1 兲 兩 H SO兩 Q 1 共 4 A 2 兲 典 ,
at this MSX geometry is calculated to be 39.7 cm⫺1, implying a very strong doublet-quartet interaction. At the MSX
geometry, the singly occupied orbital in the doublet wave
function is largely an out-of-plane N2 (p x ) orbital oriented
perpendicular to the molecular plane (yz plane兲, and the
three singly occupied orbitals in the quartet wave function
are largely the out-of-plane N2 (p x ) orbital and the N–N inplane  (b 2 ) and  * (a 1 ) orbitals, therefore, only integrals
with ⌬M S⫽⫾1 will survive.
It is also useful to consider the magnitude of spin–orbit
coupling in the context of the propensity for the mechanistic
bifurcation in the N3 unimolecular dissociation. This can be
achieved using a Laudau-Zener38 approach, in which the 2 B 1
and 4 A 2 states are viewed as diabatic states coupled by spin–
orbit interaction. In such a model, the probability P of a
nonoadiabatic transition, i.e., the probability of remaining on
a same diabatic PES, is given by
P⫽exp关 ⫺ 共  /4兲  兴 ,
where the generalized Massey parameter38  is given by

 ⫽8 兩 h so 兩 2

冒兺
i


共 ⌬E 兲v i ,
Ri

where 兩 h 兩 is the norm of spin–orbit matrix, v is an appropriate nuclear velocity vector, and i runs over 3N-6 internal
coordinates. Pure adiabatic 共spin-forbidden兲 motion corresponds to ⫽⬁ and P⫽0, while the diabatic 共spin-allowed兲
limit corresponds to ⫽0 and P⫽1. Now, in the current system, the MRCISD calculations show that the gradient of ⌬E
is determined by the repulsive quartet potential and is by far
largest for motion along the direction of N1 – N2 – N3 bending. Thus, the motion along this coordinates will, from the
previous equation, tend to be more diabatic, spin conserving.
From the calculations, the gradient difference for that coordinate was found to be 0.379 a.u. at the MRCISD level. Now,
let’s assume 1000 and 100 cm⫺1 kinetic energy along this
so
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coordinate, respectively; then, the probabilities of the spinconserving path are P⫽0.999 and P⫽0.996, respectively.
Thus, only very near the threshold, for which v i →0, will the
probability of adiabatic, spin-forbidden behavior be appreciable at this MSX. Based on the mentioned information, we
can estimate the lifetime of this species using the first-order
reaction model. Symmetric stretch vibrational mode of 1629
cm⫺1 at CASSCF level is responsible for reaching this MSX,
which suggests that this MSX is reached every vibrational
period of 21 fs. Dividing the spin-forbidden transition probability 1⫺ P by the vibrational period, one obtains the estimated spin-forbidden reaction rates 共k兲 of ⬃5⫻1010 s⫺1 and
⬃2⫻1011 s⫺1 for 1000 and 100 cm⫺1 kinetic energy, respectively. Correspondingly, lifetimes (  ⫽1/k) are ⬃20 and ⬃5
ps for each kinetic energy. This result indicates that a substantial spin-forbidden dissociation can actually take place
although the probability for a single transition is small. Note,
however, that this is a very crude estimation; in particular, if
the total internal energy of the cyclic species is not large
enough, the system will not reach this MSX and will be long
lived.
2. ISC in the vicinity of isomerization TS

In this region, there are two possibilities that quartet and
doublet states could cross. One is before the isomerization
TS and the other is after the isomerization TS. Here, we
assume the isomerization process occurring from cyclic to
linear N3 ; thus, the region closer to the cyclic minimum will
be defined as before TS.
First, before the isomerization TS, two MSXs have been
located with all methods used in this study. The one,
MSX_C 2 v _ 2 A 2 / 4 B 1_ 1, of C 2 v symmetry and shown in Fig.
2, originates from the further bending of quartet minimum,
Q 1_ 4 B 1 , whose energy increases upon bending. Comparing
geometries between Q 1_ 4 B 1 and MSX_C 2 v _ 2 A 2 / 4 B 1_ 1, one
can see a large change in the N1 – N2 – N3 bond angle, compressed from 118.5° to 99.3°, and a small shortening of 0.025
Å in N2 – N3(1) bond length. Also, compared to the isomerization TS, D 0_ C s_ TS, the N1 – N2 – N3 bond angle in
MSX_C 2 v _ 2 A 2 / 4 B 1_ 1 is about 10° smaller, indicating that
this MSX is located before the TS. At the MRCISD level,
MSX_C 2 v _ 2 A 2 / 4 B 1_ 1 is about 6.0 kcal/mol 共uncorrected for
ZPE兲 lower in energy than D 0_ C s_ TS, which means 26.9
kcal/mol 共uncorrected for ZPE兲 above the cyclic N3 minimum, D 0_ 2 B 1 . Calculations of these energy differences at
the CASPT2 level of the theory yield 7.4 and 25.8 kcal/mol.
CASSCF spin–orbit calculation at the state-averaged
CASSCF-optimized MSX geometry gives 20.8 cm⫺1 for the
norm of the coupling matrix, which also results from components with ⌬M s ⫽⫾1. Analysis of the wave function
shows that the contributions are from interactions between a
nonbonding out-of-plane (xy plane兲 * orbital and the two
in-plane orbitals 共* and nonbonding *兲. The MRCISD
gradient difference value of 0.248 a.u. indicates that the
bending motion is the largest contribution to the spin-orbit
transition. Applying the same Laudau-Zener model as before
and assuming 1000 and 100 cm⫺1 kinetic energy again, one
obtain probabilities of the spin-conserving path are P
⫽0.999 and P⫽0.998, respectively. Obviously, the contribu-
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tion will be still very small even when the kinetic energy
approaches zero. Compared to MSX_C 2 v _ 2 B 1 / 4 A 2 ,
MSX_C 2 v _ 2 A 2 / 4 B 1_ 1 is almost energetically equivalent to
MSX_C 2 v _ 2 B 1 / 4 A 2 , however, the one-dimensional LaudauZener model indicates that MSX_C 2 v _ 2 B 1 / 4 A 2 may contribute much more to dissociation. Applying the same procedure
as mentioned earlier we obtain ⬇40 and 20 ps for the two
kinetic energies, respectively, where the bending mode 共826
cm⫺1兲 is responsible for reaching this MSX.
In addition to MSX_C 2 v _ 2 A 2 / 4 B 1_ 1, there is another
crossing occurring before the isomerization TS. The optimized minimum on the seam of crossing hypersurface,
MSX_C s_ 2 A ⬙ / 4 A ⬙ _1, is also shown in Fig. 2. The structure
of MSX_C s_ 2 A ⬙ / 4 A ⬙ _1 is very similar to D 0_ C s_ TS except
that the N1 – N2 – N3 angle is about 10° smaller in
MSX_C s_ 2 A ⬙ / 4 A ⬙ _1, which suggests that the crossing occurs on the isomerization coordinate before the TS. The energy of MSX_C s_ 2 A ⬙ / 4 A ⬙ _1 is about 26.7 kcal/mol 共uncorrected for ZPE兲 above the cyclic N3 minimum and 6.2 kcal/
mol 共uncorrected for ZPE兲 below D 0_ C s_ TS, which is
energetically similar to MSX_C 2 v _ 2 A 2 / 4 B 1_ 1 but located at
a different region of the PES. CASPT2 calculations give
similar results with about 1 kcal/mol difference.
Spin–orbit interaction calculations at this MSX with the
state-averaged CASSCF method shows that the norm of the
coupling matrix is 20.90 cm⫺1, which comes exclusively
from the interaction between two nonbonding  orbitals, one
is in-plane and the other is out-of-plane. The gradient difference for the bending motion is by far the largest, 0.228 a.u.,
at the MRCISD level. Adopting the same Laudau-Zener
model with the same two kinetic-energy assumptions, one
has P⫽0.999 and P⫽0.998 for the probability of spinconserving
path,
respectively.
Similar
to
the
MSX_C 2 v _ 2 A 2 / 4 B 1_ 1, the bending mode is mainly the driving force to bring the cyclic N3 to this crossing seam; therefore, we have the same lifetime as mentioned earlier.
Before we move to the next part, let us make a short
summary concerning the spin-forbidden processes via the
three MSXs we have presented, as they are responsible for
the stability of the cyclic isomer. Clearly, dissociation
through the seams of MSX_C 2 v _ 2 A 2 / 4 B 1_ 1 or
MSX_C s_ 2 A ⬙ / 4 A ⬙ _1
is
not
as
effective
as
MSX_C 2 v _ 2 B 1 / 4 A 2 because of the relatively weak spinorbit coupling. The shortest lifetime in our estimation is
about 5 ps which is short but detectable experimentally.
However, one thing we should notice is that all these MSXs
are located about 28 kcal/mol above the cyclic isomer. In
other words, the molecule would not be able to enter into
these strong interaction regions if the initial internal energy
is substantially lower than 28 kcal/mol, and as a consequence, the cyclic isomer will be long lived.
Now, let us look at the situation after the isomerization
TS. In this region, the only quartet surface nearby is the
lowest 4 B 1 state with a minimum located at Q 1_ 4 B 1 , which
results from a C-type Renner-Teller splitting.35 MSX optimization near this geometry located a C 2 v structure,
MSX_C 2 v _ 2 A 2 / 4 B 1_ 2, shown in Fig. 2. Geometrically, the
structure of MSX_C 2 v _ 2 A 2 / 4 B 1_ 2 is very similar to that of
Q 1_ 4 B 1 , with less than 0.009 Å and 7° difference in
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N2 – N1(3) bond length and N1 – N2 – N3 bond angle, respectively, indicating the PESs cross near the quartet well’s minimum. Energetically, MSX_C 2 v _ 2 A 2 / 4 B 1_ 2 is 47.4 kcal/mol
above the linear N3 ground state and about 1.2 kcal/mol
above the quartet minimum, Q 1_ 4 B 1 at the MRCISD level.
Similar pictures are obtained by CASSCF and CASPT2, but
slightly higher in energy.
When the earlier described strategy for the spin-orbit
coupling evaluation was performed, one obtains 26.84 cm⫺1
for the norm of coupling matrix, which has the same type of
interaction as that of MSX_C s_ 2 A ⬙ / 4 A ⬙ _1. MRCISD gradient calculations indicate that the bending motion is the major
contribution to the coupling with a magnitude of 0.175 a.u. at
MSX_C 2 v _ 2 A 2 / 4 B 1_ 2. Similarly, applying the same LaudauZener model with the same kinetic-energy assumption, one
obtain probabilities of the spin-conserving path are P
⫽0.998 and P⫽0.995, respectively. Compared to previous
MSXs, this channel may have larger contribution to the spinforbidden process, but small kinetic energy is still a prerequisite. Furthermore, it could be important for the quartet to
doublet transition (Q 1_ 4 B 1 →linear-N3 ), because the crossing occurs many times in the quartet well, where the molecule may spend time and the cumulative transition probability could be appreciable.
3. ISC in the vicinity of the linear dissociation TS

Based on the discussion in previous sections, one knows
that the quartet of the PES in this region is repulsive, and the
energy of quartet state dissociation TS is lower than that of
the doublet dissociation TS. Therefore, one could expect that
the crossing occurs somewhere in between these two critical
points. More specifically, the energy of quartet state will go
up quickly with increasing N1 – N2 – N3 bond angle, and, finally, become degenerate with the doublet state. Actually,
geometry optimization has located two minima on the
and
crossing
hypersurfaces,
MSX_C s_ 2 A ⬙ / 4 A ⬙ _2
2
4
MSX_C s_ A ⬘ / A ⬙ shown in Fig. 2, at all levels of theory
used in the current study. Geometrically, the structures of
these two MSXs are very close to that of the linear dissociation TS; the N1 – N2 – N3 angles in both MSXs are almost
180° and the longer N–N bonds are just about 0.3 Å shorter
than that of the dissociation TS. In addition, the energies of
these two MSXs are very close to each other, a 0.4 kcal/mol
difference at the MRCISD level. All the information suggests
that PES crossings occur on the linear N3 dissociation coordinate slightly before the linear dissociation TS. The reason
why there are two MSXs with similar energy is simply because the doubly degenerate ⌸ state will split along bending
coordinate with corresponding symmetries. Energetically,
MSX_C s_ 2 A ⬙ / 4 A ⬙ _2 is 52.5 kcal/mol relative to the groundstate linear N3 , and just 0.02 kcal/mol higher in energy than
that of MSX_C s_ 2 A ⬘ / 4 A ⬙ .
Spin–orbit calculations at state-averaged CASSCF level
give the coupling magnitude of 57.6 and 57.4 cm⫺1 for the
MSX_C s_ 2 A ⬙ / 4 A ⬙ _2 and MSX_C s_ 2 A ⬘ / 4 A ⬙ , respectively.
For the MSX_C s_ 2 A ⬙ / 4 A ⬙ _2, MRCISD gradient difference
is by far largest for motion along the direction of the N2 – N3
distance with a value of 0.176 a.u., where N3 is the dissociating N atom. Also, assuming 1000 and 100 cm⫺1 kinetic
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energy along this coordinate, one obtains the Laudau-Zener
probability of the spin-conserving path, P⫽0.999 and P
⫽0.995, respectively. For the MSX_C s_ 2 A ⬘ / 4 A ⬙ , the largest
gradient difference of 0.176 a.u. is also found to be along the
direction the N2 – N3 . Similar procedures give the probability
of the spin-conserving path, P⫽0.999 and P⫽0.995, respectively.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In the present work, high-level ab initio calculations
have been carried out to study the ground and lowest quartet
state of N3 radical both in the linear and cyclic regions, and
the results can be summarized as follows:
共1兲 The structure and energetics of electronically ground
and excited linear N3 radical have been determined at the
CASSCF, CASPT2, and MRCISD共Q兲 levels of theory. Comparing with available experimental data and previous theoretical results, the current results at the MRCISD共Q兲 level of
theory are closer to the experimental observation. The calculated vertical and adiabatic energies for Ã, B̃, and ã states
are very close to each other and indicate that a predissociation could easily occur in the photodissociation.
共2兲 The ground-state cyclic-N3 isomer has been identified and it is located 30.3 kcal/mol above the linear isomer at
MRCISD共Q兲 level of theory. The isomerization transition
state connecting these two isomers was determined to be at
63.4 and 32.1 kcal/mol above the linear and cyclic isomers,
respectively. The local potential-energy surface around cyclic
N3 was carefully investigated. A conical intersection between
2
B 1 and 2 A 2 states was located 13.2 kcal/mol above the
cyclic-N3 minimum, and a C 2 v transition state with A 2 symmetry was found to connect two equivalent cyclic-N3
minima but with different C 2 axis, i.e., pseudorotation.
共3兲 Adiabatic dissociation processes on the double and
quartet states have been examined. A small dissociation barrier, 2.0 kcal/mol, was found on the quartet state at the MRCISD共Q兲 level of theory. On the ground double surface, two
dissociation barriers with respect to the cyclic and linear isomers were determined to be 33.1 and 59.6 kcal/mol also at
the MRCISD共Q兲 level of theory, respectively. However, the
reverse barrier to form cyclic-N3 was found to be about 3.1
kcal/mol higher than that of linear N3 formation, which implies that cyclic-N3 may not be able to be synthesized
through the reaction of N( 2 D) with N2 molecule.
共4兲 The nonadiabatic unimolecular dissociation processes have been carefully investigated. Six MSXs 共minimum on the seam-of-crossing兲, which lead to the predissociation through the quartet state, were located on the
dissociation and isomerization reaction coordinates. Spin–
orbit interaction and one-dimensional Laudau-Zener model
calculations suggest that only near threshold, for which v i
→0, will the probability of adiabatic, spin-forbidden behavior be appreciable.
共5兲 Perhaps the most important outcome of this work:
the lowest MSX, MSX_C 2 v _ 2 B 1 / 4 A 2 , lies 28.3 kcal/mol
above the cyclic-N3 minimum, and combining the barriers
for dissociation and isomerization, one could expect that
cyclic-N3 is quite stable and long-lived under collision-free
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conditions, even if formed with a substantial internal energy.
This provides strong theoretical support for the eventual isolation, detection, and characterization of this interesting molecule.
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